Abstract. The decomposition of the tensor product of two principal series representations is determined for the simply connected double covering, G ■ Spin(4, 1), of the DeSitter group. The main result is that this decomposition consists of two pieces, Tc and Td, where Te is a continuous direct sum with respect to Plancherel measure on G of representations from the principal series only and Td is a discrete sum of representations from the discrete series of G. The multiplicities of representations occurring in Tc and Td are all finite.
Introduction. Let G = Spin(4, 1) be the simply connected double covering of the DeSitter group, G = KAN an Iwasawa decomposition of G, M the centralizer of A in K, and P = MAN the associated minimal parabolic subgroup of G. For o G M and t G A, a X t is a representation of P via a X r(mari) = o(m)r(a) and a representation of the form tt(o, t) = Indp a X t is called a principal series representation of G. The main goal of this paper is to determine the decomposition of the tensor product of two principal series representations of G into irreducibles.
It was shown in [7] , by using Mackey's tensor product theorem and the Mackey-Anh reciprocity theorem, that this problem reduces to knowing how to decompose the restriction to MA of almost every principal series representation of G and each discrete series representation of G. For a representation tt belonging to the principal series of G, the restriction of it to MA, (tt)ma, was determined by using Mackey's subgroup theorem. However, in that paper, we were not able to determine explicitly (tt)ma for a representation tt belonging to the discrete series of G. This we do in §3 of this paper by using Lie algebraic methods and the realizations of these representations given by Dixmier in [2] . This paper is organized as follows. In § §1 and 2 we summarize the main results concerning the structure and representation theory of G that we shall use. In §3 we determine (tt)ma when tt is a discrete series representation of G. We also include the results of [7] concerning the decomposition of (tt)ma when 77 is a principal series representation of G. In §4 we show how to decompose the tensor product of two principal series representations of G. The main results are contained in Theorem 4.
The basic methodology used in this paper to decompose principal series tensor products originates in the works of G. Mackey [6] , N. Anh [1] , and F. Williams [11] . -1. The structure of G. In this section we summarize the main results concerning the structure of the DeSitter group and its two-fold covering Spin(4, 1) that we shall use in this paper. Further details may be found in [8] .
Let 0(4, 1) denote the group of linear transformations of R5 which preserve the quadratic form -x2 + x2 + x\ + x\ + x\. If J is the diagonal matrix J = which is commonly referred to as the DeSitter group. C is a connected semisimple real-rank one Lie group with trivial center. We let G = Spin(4, 1) denote the simply-connected double covering of G'. As indicated in [8] , we may realize G as a certain collection of two-by-two matrices over the quaternions. If M={(o °u) = mu-u G u)^Spin (3) and P = MAN is a (minimal parabolic) subgroup of G which contains A as a normal subgroup. One easily computes that the actions of M and A on N are given by: munxm~x = mu ■ nx = nuxS, a,nxa~x = a, ■ nx = ne,x, i.e., M acts by rotations and A acts by dilations. If M denotes the normalizer of A in K, then the Weyl group W = M/ M has order 2 and we may take e = (¿ ?) and w = (¿ °_x) as representatives of the cosets of W. In addition to the Iwasawa decomposition of G, one has the KAK decomposition (see [8, p. 366] ) and the Bruhat decomposition G = PeP u PwP (and so there are only two P : P double cosets in G with only one of positive Haar measure). Setting v={(l~xX ,^)ïV^'K+A + W) and using the relations w~xAw = A, w~xMw = M, the latter decomposition can be expressed as G = Pw~x u PV and so up to a manifold of lower dimension (and so a set of Haar measure zero) we see that G = PV.
If <¡>: G -» G' denotes the homomorphism on p. 366 of [8] and we let K' = <p(K), A' = <t>(A), N' = <b(N), M' = <S>(M), and V = <b(V), then 1 ker(<i>) the center of G = Z(G) = { ( ±l _° ) ] G K and so we have the following isomorphisms: We let n = g,, t> = g_, and m = R// + RJ + RK. It is easy to check that the Lie algebras of K, M,A, N, and V are, respectively, f, m, a, n, and b. We denote by U the universal enveloping algebra of g and by gc the complexification (« so(5, C)) of g. Basis elements and a multiplication table for gc may be found in [2] .
2. The representation theory of G. We shall use the classification of the irreducible representations of G given by Dixmier in [2] . Dixmier's techniques are very algebraic and rely on the one-to-one correspondence between equivalence classes of irreducible unitary representations of G and certain infinitesimal equivalence classes of algebraically f-finite representations of g which are infinitesimally unitary (see [2] or [10, Vol. I, p. 330]). A more global treatment using induced representations may be found in [8] .
We begin by looking at the representation theories of M, K, A, and C = MA. M = Spin(3) » 517(2) and it is well known that M = {ok: k = 0, \, I, . . . } where each ok acts on a space Vk of dimension 2k + 1 (see p. 110 of [9] ). For k = 0, I, . . ., a* is a single-valued representation of M' « 5(9(3) while each ak, k = \, 3/2, . . . , is a double-valued representation of M'.
Since K = Spin(3) X Spin(3) ss¡ Spin(4), we have that K = {ak'k' =ak X ak': k, k' = 0, 5, 1, ... } where each ok'k' acts on Vk'k' s Vk X Vk'. It is also known that the restriction of ok,k to M, (ak,k)M, decomposes as
The representation ok,k is a single-or double-valued representation of K' according to whether k + k! is integral or not. The irreducible representations (quasi-characters) of A are given by Xs(aj) = e" for í G C. These are unitary precisely when Re(i) = 0 and so we shall view A = {X'y: y G R). Since the group C = MA is a direct product, C = M X A with Plancherel measure pc on C being the product of the Plancherel measures on M and Â.
If p G G acting on Hp, then Dixmier [2] shows that the restriction of p to K, (p)K, contains a given ak,k with multiplicity 0 or 1. Letting T be the set of pairs (k, k') which occur in (p)K, we then have that (p)K ca © r ak,k' and Hp = © r Vk,k' (the Hubert space direct sum). Furthermore, if
then T0 = T, u T2, r Ç r, or r Ç r2, and r must consist of all points in T, or T2
which lie on and within a region of the following form:
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Using the same letters to denote the corresponding representations on the Lie algebras of G and K, we have that p, as a representation of g, acts on the space H'p = 2r Vk'k' (the algebraic sum) and that the restriction of p to f acts on Vk'k as ok,k. Dixmier then shows that by starting with a T of the above form and a basis for each Vk,k', (k, k') G T, it is possible to use a "closest neighbors" technique to extend the above action of p on f in a compatible way to all of g (in possibly many ways in the case of The collection Gd = {irjj : q =¿= \} is called the discrete series of G. The representations in Gd are the only irreducible unitary representations of G which are square integrable (in fact they are integrable for q > f ). Global realizations of these representations are given in [8] .
(D). The representations Trp0,p = 1, 2, ... . These are the representations arising from Figure 4 . We denote this collection by Ge.
The above representations are single-or double-valued representations of G' according to whether p = 0, 1, 2, . . . or not.
A J% A A t\. * Thus we may write G = G,: u Gr U Gc u Gd u Ge u {/} where / is the trivial representation of G. Plancherel measure pG on G is concentrated in G¡ U Gr u Gd (see [10, Vol. II] ). On G¡ u Gr it is a continuous measure (see [4] ) while pc(tt) > 0 for each tt G Gd.
3. Restrictions to MA. In this section we determine the restriction of each it G G U Gd to the subgroup C = MA. For tt G Gp, (tt)c was determined in [7] by using Mackey's subgroup theorem. We summarize these results in Theorem 1. For tt G Gd, we find (tt)c by working on the Lie algebra g of G and using Dixmier's realizations of these representations. Throughout this paper we denote by AR the regular representation of A acting on L2(A). We now turn our attention to Gd (we will also include the representations in Gr (q = j) since our arguments hold for these representations as well). We first note that for p G Gd, the results of [7] , combined with our knowledge of Plancherel measure on C = M X A, imply that (p)c ~ © n(a, p)o X f t dpA(r) =s © n(a, p)a X AR m Â M and so the fact that AR always occurs in (p)c for p G Gd will come as no surprise in our next theorem. The main task will be to determine the multiplicities n(a, p) G {0, 1, ... , oo}.
Theorem 2. For n -\, 1, |,... and q = n, n -1, . . ., 1 or |,
Proof. We will consider the case of Tijjq. The case mjj is similar. If we let p = TTJjq, then Hp = © r VkX (the Hubert space direct sum) where T has the form indicated in Figure 3 , §2. We will use the realization of p as a representation of g given in [2] acting on H = 2r Vk'k (the algebraic sum). We begin by using our knowledge of (cr*'*)^ to decompose each VkX into M-invariant subspaces. Since (o k,k)M ~a*®a*=:© \jj-k'\ aJ we know that, under the change of basis (using the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) described in [9, pp. 174-194] , Vk'k' = F1*-*'1 describe this change of basis (via the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients on each Vk'k) explicitly. We only need to know that such a change exists and that these new basis elements can be chosen so as to transform under (p)m according to the formulas on p. 13 of [2] -in particular, each new basis element in VJ is an eigenvector of p(X) for X = \ (L -L'), the eigenvalues running from /'(-/), i(-j + 1), . . . , /'(/).
Next we rearrange the spaces Vk'k appearing in Dixmier's description of (p)K into n -q + 1 columns Cq, Cq+X, . . . , Cn where C, = { Vk,k': k -k' =/} for j = q, q 4-1, . . . , n. So in our new basis, we may view H as being the algebraic sum of the following spaces (a box with ay in it denotes a copy of Vj):
'.
. We note that under this arrangement, the "closest neighbors" of Vk'k' are the four (or less in certain cases) horizontal and vertical neighbors of Vk'k with vk+i/2.k'+i/2^ vk-\/2,k'-i/2 lying above and bdow yk.k'^ respectiveiV) and Vk+1/2,*'-1/2; Vk-1/2,*+1/2 lying to the right and left of j/*,*', respectively. We will denote by [pY'k the copy of V in column y at level k. We note that [p]'s occur in the first p -q + 1 columns for q < p < n, in each of the n -q + 1 columns for p > n, and that there are no [p]'s for p < q or p -q =\ (mod 1). This is essentially where the multiplicities alluded to in our theorem come from.
We now investigate the action of H =\(Xy + X_y), as given on p. 15 of [2] , on these basis vectors. In light of the KAK decomposition, the fact that p is an irreducible representation of G (recall that A = {exp(tH): t G R}), and the fact that K leaves each connected set of squares invariant, we expect that the //-action will be somewhat complicated. We do note the following:
(l)If/G//isa (finite) linear combination of basis elements of the form/*;* (in the "old" basis) and we select a nonzero component of / of the form cfk'k with k -k' minimal and then k + k' maximal (i.e., as far left and up on Figure 5 as possible), then p(H)(cfk'k) will always have a nonzero component in vk+x/2'k'+x/2 which cannot be cancelled out by any of the other components of p(//)/. So p(H)f =£ 0 whenever 0 ¥=f G H and hence the operator p(H) will always be 1-1 on H. = \{-(n -2)<j>"_2 + (n + 2)</>"+2}. Let t?" = Dxn(H)$2 for n = 0, 1.Then //' = 2^L0(^) and D\iH)ên = en+x. Certainly the action of (Dx)a on //' (which is equivalent to the regular representation of a) is equivalent to the action of (p)a on Hf and so our claim follows. We now fix p G {q, q + 1, . . . }. Then [p] will appear for the first time in column q at level j f 1 forq < p <n,
[p-n + l for p>n.
We set Dx = [p]9**. We let D2 denote the direct sum of all [p]'s which appear in the main diagonal above Dx, D3 denote the direct sum of all [p]'s which appear in the main diagonal above D2, etc. So forp > n,
For q < p < n, [p]'s appear only in the first p -q + 1 columns and so for k < p -q + I,
We note that for q < p < n, £>, has one copy of Proof of Claim 1. (i) We know from note (2) that p+(H)Dk will be a subspace of Dk+X with the same dimension as Dk and so, in this case, p + (H)Dk = Dk + X. From note (3), we have that p+(H) commutes with the action of m and so each Wk\, will be invariant under the action of (p)m and this action will be equivalent to that of op. Each of these p -t/ + 1 subspaces of H is invariant under the action of (p)m$Q, and by (8), (p)m©Q acting on each of these spaces is equivalent to op X AR. So for q < p < n, we see that a' X AR will occur in (p)mea with multiplicity p -q + 1.
Forp > n, we let OO 00
np -¿j wk, . . . , np ¿i ryk
Each of these « -<? + 1 subspaces of H is invariant under the action of (p)m©Q and equivalent to ap X AR. So forp > n, we see that a' X AR will occur in (p)m©a with multiplicity « -q + 1 and Theorem 2 has been proven.
4. Tensor products of principal series. In this section we combine the results of the previous section with those of [7] to determine the decomposition of the tensor product of two principal series representations of G. If <jm, a" G M with m > n, X's, Xiy G A, then (as described in [7] ) we have, after a routine application of Mackey's tensor product theorem, that w(m, is) (8> Tr(n, iy) ^ Ind£(am ® ex") X \'(s+y\ Thus the problem of decomposing the tensor product of two principal series representations reduces to knowing the decomposition am<8>a"=:©™í"a* and " A then the decomposition of Ind£ L for all L G C. Since inducing from C is independent of the character on A (see [7, p. 188] ), the latter decomposition is known once one knows how to decompose Ind£ L for pc-almost all L G C. By the Mackey-Anh reciprocity theorem, the problem of finding Ind;J L for pc-almost all L G C is equivalent to finding (tt)c for pG-almost all tt G G, i.e., for almost every principal series representation and every discrete series representation of G.
Theorem 3. Let o" G M and t G Â. Then Indg o" X t~Tc®
Td where Tc is a continuous direct integral with respect to Plancherel measure on G of representations Ti(k, s) from the principal series of G with k + n = 0 (mod 1) and Td is a discrete direct sum of discrete series representations irk with k + n = 0 (mod 1) and 1 or \ < q < min{k, n) (and so Td = 0/or n = 0, \). For 0 or 5 < k < n, the representation Tr(k, s) (s > 0 for k = 0, 1, . . . and s > 0 for k = \, \, . . . ) occurs in Tc with multiplicity 2k + 1 while the representation ttjJ^ © Trkq, 3/2 or 1 < q < k, occurs in Td with multiplicity k -q + I. For k > n, the representation Tr(k, s) occurs in Tc with multiplicity 2n + 1 while the representation TTkq © irk~q, 1 or 3/2 < q < n, occurs in Td with multiplicity n -q + 1. For k > n and n < q < k, the multiplicity°f Kq © W*T? '" Td is zero-Proof. This is immediate from the Mackey-Anh reciprocity theorem in conjunction with Theorems 1 and 2.
Remarks. (1) We have found tables of the following form helpful in generating the multiplicities which appear in Theorem 3. In these tables, the index k appears between the double lines while the index q appears in the left-hand column below these double lines. The numbers above the double lines indicate multiplicities of principal series representations occurring in Tc while those below the double lines indicate multiplicities of the sum irk 0, 1, . . . we would write irk in Td. So, for example, when n = 2n+l 2n+l
(2) Since ir(n, s) ® tt(0, t) £* Indg o" X Xi(s+'\ Theorem 3 already provides a decomposition for this tensor product. We note that in contrast to the SL(2, R) case (see [7, p. 204] ), the tensor product of two principal series representations need not contain discrete series representations in its decomposition (i.e., Td = 0)-as in the case for n = 0 and n = |. For n = 0, each principal series representation Tr(k, s) for k = 0, 1, . . . and s > 0 will occur with multiplicity 1 while for n =|, each ir(k, s) for k ={-, I, . . . and s > 0 will occur with multiplicity 2. m 's by noting (after checking each of the cases in Theorem 4) that mk+x + mq+Mq+Jfor mk,q = "»*+!,*+1 f°r eaCh k' and SO mq+j.q = mq,q + mq+hq+\ + 1 < j < m + n -q. The multiplicities mk may now be filled in one row at a time.
For example, tt(5, • ) ® tt(2, • ) might be exhibited as (2) The above decomposition for m = n = 0 has also been obtained in [3, p. 202].
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